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INTRODUCTION

1. The 2010s: a turning point in the 

conceptions and policies relating welfare, 

inequality reduction and development?

 The Latin American paradox: in the era of 
global rising inequality, a reversal of 
previous trends since “crecimiento con 
equidad” seems achievable  



The novelty of the recent decade for

Latin America





Source: CEPAL (2012), Cambio Estructural para  la Igualdad. Una visión integrada del desarrollo, 

The United-Nations, Santiago, Chile, p. 60.



 An East Asian surprise: the search for 
welfare tools that would cope with widening 
inequalities and recurring social protests

 US and UK: a significant revaluation of 
residual welfares in fully liberalized 
societies…

 …A symmetric reappraisal of the merits of 
social democratic welfares





2. Putting Latin America in comparative 

and historical perspective

 Second paradox: why are un-equalitarian 
capitalisms setting the tune of the world 
economy…

…Precisely when convergent academic 
research shows the social and economic 
costs of inequality



Second paradox: if more equal societies are so better, 

why is contemporary world so unequal?

Source: Wilkinson Richard, and Kate Pickett (2010), p. 17 



Source: Wilkinson Richard, and Kate Pickett (2010), p. 20-21

Inequalities more than national average income explain 

divergences in health and social problems



Less inequality, more trust

Source: Wilkinson Richard, and Kate Pickett (2010), p. 52-53



Life expectancy: not linked 

to health expenditures per 

person but to income 

inequality

Imprisonment is linked 

to inequality

Source: Wilkinson Richard, and Kate Pickett 

(2010), p. 82

Source: Wilkinson Richard, and Kate 

Pickett (2010), p. 148



Social mobility is higher 

in less unequal 

countries

More equality is 

associated with more 

innovations

Source: Wilkinson Richard, and Kate Pickett 

(2010), p. 160

Source: Wilkinson Richard, and Kate 

Pickett (2010), p. 225





 Third paradox – Is not the European Union 
crisis a counterevidence against the viability 
of welfare capitalism?

• Greece: an under developed economy with a 

clientelist state joining Euro….

…..But cutting welfare is the strategy imposed to   

the country

• Spain: a major real estate bubble fuelled by 

private credit….

…..But labour market flexibilisation and welfare 

cuts are supposed to be the solution.



3. The message of this presentation in a 

nutshell: explaining the three paradoxes 

with the same  analytical framework ...

….And deriving some consequences 

about the viability of growth with equity 

strategies in Latin America…

…. With  a special emphasis on Brasil 



SYNOPSIS
1. China: explosive inequalities are the consequence of 

fast development or Kuznets revisited.

2. The United States: a finance led regime promotes  a 

surge in inequalities, volatility and crises .

3. Europe: resilience of social democratic countries but 

crises of welfare in the South. 

4. The Latin American exception : “crecimiento con  

equidad” needs an interpretation.

5. How emblematic is the Brasilian strategy? 



I. CHINA: LESS POVERTY BUT 

MORE INEQUALITIES, THE 

DIRECT CONSEQUENCES OF 

FAST PRODUCTIVE 

MODERNISATION

1. The very example of the exploration of the 

ascending part of the Kuznets’ curve 







The crucial role of  

regional 

disparities: 

contribution of  

Beijing, Shanghai, 

Guangdong to 

interprovincial 

inequality, 1987-

2007

Source: 

taken from 

UNRISD 

(2010), p. 72



Social 

inequality 

within the 

same urban 

space:

Shanghai



Evolution of  inequality in China and 

Hong-Kong (1972-1998) Theil index



2. This is not the same pattern across the 

contemporary world

 The new productive paradigms imply a new 
phase of un-equalitarian growth

 This structural change is associated with the 
vanishing of most institutions coordinating 
income distribution

 The impact of financial liberalisation, 
innovation and globalisation upon the 
explosion of top incomes.









II. THE UNITED STATES: A FINANCE

LED REGIME PROMOTES A SURGE IN

INEQUALITIES, VOLATILITY AND

CRISES



1. The new liberal doxa: increasing 

inequalities are necessary for growth 

recovery and domestic competitiveness

The anti-egalitarian paradigm shift of the 90s



2. The rise of finance: the third and massive 

source of explosive income inequalities 

Quasi-
stagnation of  
average real 
salary versus 
the explosion 

of  CEOs 
remunerations





More working hours, more sources of income 
within the same household and finally an explosion 
of credit



3. Financial liberalisation has removed the inter-temporal 

income constraint and led to a crisis that could not 

happen in the static neoclassical model 

• In response to the exhaustion of  the 

Fordist model of  growth in the 

United States, facing incompatible 

social demands, succesive 

governments decided to tranfer  the 

allocation of  capital  to markets in 

order to make anonymous the related 

choices... but financial innovations 

have instead led to a credit boom, 

along an unsustainable path long-

term.

15 September 2008 is the Day of  

Reckoning



Increasing inequalities and financial fragility and 
crisis go hand on hand

Source: David Moss 

(2010) Comments on 

Bank 

Failure/Regulation/In

equality Chart, August.



4. The surge of very top incomes in the US 



5. Largely the consequence of the 

domination of finance





6. The general 

mechanisms 

that have 

generated 

this 

explosion of 

inequalities 



The leading actors in the economy used their 
bargaining power to extract a larger share of 
income and wealth… hence a first component of 
a new more equalitarian policy



Some highly restricted groups use their 
economic power to lobby in favour of no or light 
regulation







7. The concentration of economic and political 

power is the basic explanation of rising 

American inequalities
POLITICS

Two party system Lobbying as legal 

corruption

Constitutional check and 

balance built in stasis

Competition 

for fund raising

The richest have

more funds

The richest groups 

shape the regulation

Weak citizens

advocacy

Stock 

option 

accounting

No 

regulation of  

derivatives

Seniority 

of  

derivatives

Repeal of  

Glass 

Steagall Act

Poor ability to 

screen political 

program

Partial / 

Conflicting 

issues

Less 

ability to 

lobby

Interest to 

lobbying

Rising power

of  Wall Street
Concentration 

of  capital

More acute 

distributional 

conflicts

Slower 

productivity 

growth

Decline 

of  unions

Segmented 

ad hoc 

associations

Exposure to 

concentrated 

media

ECONOMY SOCIETY

-
+





8. The reconstruction of the American 

democracy is a necessary condition for 

these new policies





III. EUROPE: RESILIENCE OF 

SOCIAL DEMOCRATIC 

COUNTRIES BUT CRISES OF 

WELFARE IN THE SOUTH
: 



1. Social democratic capitalisms have 

maintained a better defence of social 

justice

 A clear 

distinctivene
ss  of  basic 
institutional 

forms of  
Nordic 

countries



2. Welfare as a component of social capital, 

enhancing innovation and growth

 A legacy of the polder model 
VISSER J. and HEMERIJCK A. (1997), 'A Dutch Miracle' 

- Job Growth, Welfare Reform and Corporatism in the 

Netherlands, Amsterdam University Press.

 A powerful analytical tool …

…..Alas that has not diffused within the 
European Union.



ACHIEVEMENT

OF SOCIAL

JUSTICE

How some welfare systems enhance dynamic efficiency

Income minima

WELFARE 

SYSTEM

General access 

to health care

More healthy population 

and workers

Higher 

participation rate, 

less absenteism

Labour supply

Higher 

potential growth

Unions right 

recognition

Voice allows better 

organization

Better economic 

reactivity of  

firms

Higher wage

Incentive to labour 

saving innovation

Medium term higher 

productivity increases
Innovation and 

technical change

Ambiguous short 

run impact upon 

employment

General access 

to education

More competent 

workforce
Ability to cope 

with innovation

Unemployment 

insurance

Short run negative 

impact on employment

More risk

acceptance

Moral hazard problems Unemployment trap

HIGHER

DYNAMIC

EFFICIENCY

Productivity

hike

More demand

+

+
+

+

+

+

+

+



The short term and the long term: a reconciliation of 

two opposite visions



The synergy between citizens’ universal rights and 
wage-earners search for security 



3. The Danish flexi security has emerged 

out of the open conflict between 

entrepreneurs and workers during a 

severe crisis

 A long run trajectory: the 1899  general 
agreement between capital and labour

 Specific sub-agreements are successively 
negotiated in response to recurring crisis

The unexpected outcome of a frontal conflict 
of two logics





4. Importing foreign social models is an 

illusion: the failure of the Lisbon strategy

 Genuine configurations have to emerge from 
the interaction of domestic collective actors

Economic institutions are not the equivalent 
of technological systems

How interests, power and ideas interact in 
the genesis of society wide models





IV. THE LATIN AMERICAN 

PARADOX: IN SEARCH FOR AN 

ECLECTIC INTERPRETATION
1. Not so poor continent but the most unequal 



2. Large differences among Latin American 

societies



3. Nevertheless a rather general and 

significant reduction of inequalities 

during the last decade

Source: Juan Pablo Jimenez & Isabel Lopez-Azcunaga (2012), p. 3.



4. No single factor but a complex web of 

economic, social and political processes

 The fiscal and redistributive policies have a 
minor impact in the reduction of inequality



A strong contrast with respect to the European 
Union and even the US



Increasing social expenditures but far less in 
education and health



The impact of the return to democracy and 
larger responsiveness to social demands





5. Different nexus of social relations and 

integration into the world economy

The political processes are significantly 
different



The integration into the world economy remains 
dominated by the exportation of primary commodities
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6. Many more sources of inequality than the 

rise of finance in most Latin-American 

countries

Chile: some striking similarities with the 
North American configuration: privatization 
of welfare and dynamism of credit….

….But Latin American societies do exhibit 
still different structural sources of inequality





Emblematic 

modernity 

along with 

informality



All these factors have been interwint into a 
complex set of interacting processes

GEOPOLITICS
POLITY

1. Rising demand 

of  primary 

good from 

industrializing 

Asia

2. Bubble 

driven US 

economy

3. Reversion 

of  the terms 

of  trade

Higher and 

less volatile 

growth

4. Correction of  the 

excesses of  early 

deregulation 

reforms

5. Wiser 

macroeconomic 

management

More ability 

to tax

Growth

with

equity

6. Social 

demands for 

welfare

7. New institutions 

for labour 

markets (Brazil)

8. General shift 

towards 

democracy

9. U turn of  

political alliances 

after a major 

crisis (Argentina)

ECONOMY SOCIETY / WELFARE

Source: Freely inspired among others by Juan Pablo Jiménez and Isabel Lopez Azcunaga (2012); Luis Miotti, Carlos 

Quenan, Edgardo Torija Zane (2012)





V. IS THE CURRENT BRAZILIAN 

STRATEGY EXPLORING A 

DEVELOPMENT MODE 

RECONCILING INEQUALITY 

REDUCTION AND GROWTH?

The targeted social programs (bolsa familia) 
have a role but a limited one at the 
macroeconomic level



Source: Lena Lavinas (2012), Na contramão dos direitos universais, Mimeograph. 

BRASIL

2001 2003 2005 2007 2009 2011

Pobres

Todos os Rendimentos (inclui outras fontes) 35.75% 27.68% 20.32% 17.69% 15.49% 10.98%

Rendimentos do Trabalho + Aposent e Pensões 37.01% 29.28% 23.37% 20.51% 18.82% 14.80%

Apenas Rendimento do Trabalho 47.90% 41.69% 35.16% 32.47% 30.64% 26.34%

Indigentes

Todos os Rendimentos (inclui outras fontes) 15.83% 10.79% 6.69% 6.20% 5.36% 4.37%

Rendimentos do Trabalho + Aposent e Pensões 17.28% 12.84% 9.67% 8.92% 8.28% 6.90%

Apenas Rendimento do Trabalho 28.28% 24.11% 19.73% 18.96% 18.32% 16.99%
Fonte: PNAD-IBGE, para  os  anos  enunciados , usando a  

l inha de pobreza  e indigência  do BF

Table – The proportion of  poor population by nature of  income 
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Productividad Salario real

Graph – Since 2003 a new synchronization of real wage and productivity

Source: Miotti et Quenan (2009)

A major change: the indexing of  wage upon 
productivity since 2003



Similarly, the indexation of many social 
benefits with respect to minimum wage has 
been crucial

These institutional mechanisms counteract 
pure market mechanisms

A public investment bank may partially 
correct the risk aversion of private banks and  
the procyclicity of credit



A significant but still modest reduction in 
inequalities



Is this pattern of development sustainable 
and viable in the long run: the jury is still out



The régulationist approach: try to detect 
emerging institutional complementarities



The large diversity within Latin-America 
remains: Brazil versus Mexico



VI. A WORLD OF 

CONTRASTED AND 

INTERDEPENDENT 

INEQUALITY REGIMES





The three paradoxes are the outcomes of four entangled 

processes

Paradox 1

Large cost of  

inequalities but 

they are rising

Paradox 2

European Union 

crisis: that of  

Welfare State

Paradox 3

Latin America: 

reduced inequalities 

in the era of  global 

inequalities 

Neo-Walrasian 

macroeconomics

Asymmetric power 

from imperfect 

market

Capture of  the 

State by dominant 

economic interest

Changing world 

system

Triumph of  

ideology over 

scientific results

Privatisation of  

utilities, 

appropriation of  

rents, obscurity of  

financial products 

A minority 

(exporters, rentiers, 

financiers) imposes 

its socioeconomic 

regime 

Larger impact of  

ideologies than 

scientific results

Inability to 

economically justify 

an universal Welfare 

State

Prevalence of  market 

competition over 

social Europe 

building

Primacy of  finance over 

national sovereignty, 

lobbying more than 

political deliberation

EU a second rank 

player, unable to 

conceptualize and 

diffuse its model

Learning for past 

crises and errors, 

emergence of  a 

new 

developmentism

More rent seeking 

and monopoly than 

entrepreneurship 

do limit inequality 

reduction

Positive role of  

democratization but 

still quite unequal 

access to the State

Progressive but 

relative 

autonomisation 

with respect to the 

Washington 

consensus

Academia Polity GeopolityEconomy



1. More than globalisation, interdependent 

sources of inequality at the world level

 A rather fuzzy concept: domination of 
multinationals, world value chains 
Americanisation, emergence of new 
industrialising countries…?

 Implicitly the hypothesis of an 
homogenisation and convergence of 
societies

 An argument in favour of “the same size for 
all” economic policies.

Figure  – An interdependent world, complementary national inequalities



UNITED STATES ASIA
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EUROPE

A mild but significant 

reduction of  inequalities

Structural heterogeneity 

but reduced

More democracy, more 

response to social demand

More taxes, learning from 

past crises

Dynamism of  exports of  

primary resource

   

LATIN AMERICA



VII. CONCLUSION: A 

WATERSHAVE IN THE 

TRAJECTORIES OF 

INEQUALITY?



C1 – Ideas of academia have been used to sustain 

the ideologies and strategies of dominant 

economic actors. The demise of the 

Beveridge and Keynes legacy has entitled a 

return to neoclassical theory and not at all 

the diffusion of welfare as social capital: the 

vision of a contradiction between economic 

efficiency and social justice has triumphed 



C2 – The contemporary capitalisms are 

simultaneously confirming the Kuznets 

curve (China and other emerging 

economies) and introducing new sources of 

inequality, especially linked to 

financialisation and Latin America still add 

many other structural sources of inequality.



C3 – For régulation approaches, the link between 

inequality and growth varies in time and 

space. This is a possible explanation of the 

three paradoxes. Some institutional 

configurations do sustain both growth and 

equity, but they have their own sources of 

self-destabilisation.



C4 – More than a globalisation of inequality, the 

contemporary world exhibit the 

interdependence and possible 

complementarity of different regimes 

generating contrasted sources of inequality 

(US, China, Europe). This is both a trump 

and a fragility for Latin America “growth 

with equity” project promoted by CEPAL.



C5 – Some social scientists of various disciplines 

have recently converged towards a common 

interpretation of contemporary inequalities. 

The concentration of economic power upon 

quite imperfect market and the lobbying 

capacity of a restricted elite to design the 

rules of the game for their exclusive benefits 

are the two main forces operating in 

industrialized countries, especially in the US 

and UK. 



C6 – This is an invitation to extend these two 

hypotheses by taking into account the 

specificity of power concentration in Latin 

America both in the economic and political 

spheres. Along with the use of the concept of 

institutional complementarity proposed by 

régulation approach this would provide a 

method for assessing the sustainability of the 

current reduction of inequality in Latin 

America.



C7 – Thus the most salient issues for Latin 

America have to be added: size and impact 

of the informal economy, nature of the 

conflict between primary commodity 

exporters and industrialists, imperfection 

and incompleteness of the process of 

democratisation. Bringing back a social 

class analysis might be a promising avenue 

for the emergence of an indigenous theory of 

development for Latin America, i.e a path to 

a less European and North American 

centred theories.
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